2020-10-15: Meeting Needs for Students with Disabilities
Sponsored by the Association of Professors of Gynecology & Obstetrics
The following links were shared during the chat:
● Paving the Way for Physicians with Disabilities https://www.aamc.org/news-insights/paving-way-physiciansdisabilities#:~:text=In%20a%20medical%20environment%2C%20accommodations%20might%20include%20a,wit
h%20paraplegia%20to%20stand%20at%20a%20surgical%20table.
● Medical Schools' Willingness to Accommodate Medical Students with Sensory and Physical Disabilities: Ethical
Foundations of a Functional Challenge to "Organic" Technical Standards
https://pubmed.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/27780023/
● The Americans With Disabilities Act, Reasonable Accommodations, and Medical Education
https://pubmed.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/31664010/
● Realizing a Diverse and Inclusive Workforce: Equal Access for Residents With Disabilities
https://www.jgme.org/doi/full/10.4300/JGME-D-19-00286.1?mobileUi=0
● U.S. Medical Schools' Compliance With the Americans With Disabilities Act: Findings From a National Study
https://pubmed.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/26796093/
● Using a Diagnostic OSCE to Discern Deficit from Disability in Struggling Students
https://journals.lww.com/academicmedicine/Abstract/9000/Using_a_Diagnostic_OSCE_to_Discern_Deficit_fro
m.97198.aspx
● A Novel Medical Student Assistant Accommodation Model for a Medical Student With a Disability During a
Required Clinical Clerkship https://onlinelibrary.wiley.com/doi/abs/10.1002/aet2.10426
● Practice Brief: Accommodating Deaf and Hard of Hearing Students in Operating Room Environments--A Case
Study https://eric.ed.gov/?id=EJ1083809
● Disability Law 101: What Faculty Need to Know About Student Accommodations
https://www.aamc.org/professional-development/affinity-groups/gsa/webinars/disability-law
● Disability Inclusion — Moving Beyond Mission Statements
https://www.nejm.org/doi/full/10.1056/NEJMp1900348
● Clinical Accommodations: Upholding Standards While Creating Equal Access
https://www.aamc.org/professional-development/affinity-groups/gsa/webinars/clinical-accommodations
● The Disabilities We Don't See https://www.aamc.org/news-insights/disabilities-we-dont-see
● Wellness and Work: Mixed Messages in Residency Training https://link.springer.com/article/10.1007/s11606019-04952-5
● Removing Barriers and Facilitating Access: Increasing the Number of Physicians With Disabilities
https://journals.lww.com/academicmedicine/Fulltext/2018/04000/Removing_Barriers_and_Facilitating_Access
__.27.aspx
● Global commitments to disability inclusion in health professions
https://www.thelancet.com/journals/lancet/article/PIIS0140-6736(20)30215-4/fulltext
● DocsWithDisabilities https://podcasts.apple.com/us/podcast/docswithdisabilities/id1474844514
● Beyond Technical Standards: A Competency-Based Framework for Access and Inclusion in Medical Education
https://journals.lww.com/academicmedicine/Abstract/9000/Beyond_Technical_Standards__A_Competency_Ba
sed.97012.aspx
● Leading Practices and Future Directions for Technical Standards in Medical Education
https://pubmed.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/30398992/
● Resources on Disabilities in Medicine and Medical Education
https://connect.stfm.org/HigherLogic/System/DownloadDocumentFile.ashx?DocumentFileKey=e6af1fe7-ee0103a3-96ec-d60638785ca9
● Accessibility, Inclusion, and Action in Medical Education: Lived Experiences of Learners and Physicians With
Disabilities https://sds.ucsf.edu/sites/g/files/tkssra2986/f/aamc-ucsf-disability-special-report-accessible.pdf
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Doctors With Disabilities Push For Culture Change In Medicine https://www.npr.org/sections/healthshots/2018/08/06/635414552/doctors-with-disabilities-push-for-culture-change-inmedicine?utm_campaign=storyshare&utm_source=twitter.com&utm_medium=social
Angela Fleming @AngelaF354937974 days ago
Angela Fleming here. #mededchat

MedEd Chat @MedEdChat4 days ago
Topic 1: What resources do you access to design accommodations? #MedEdChat #meded

Laura Baecher-Lind @BaecherLind4 days ago
Laura Baecher-Lind from Tufts here! (This is also my Twitter debut. So exciting!) #MedEdChat

Tammy @TammySonn12034 days ago
@MedEdChat Hello there! Tammy here from St.Louis #mededchat

Gary Beck Dallaghan
@GLBDallaghan4 days ago
T1 I know when I had to consider this at my prior institution we sought out human resources for
advice #mededchat

Scott Graziano (he/him/his) @sgraziano114 days ago
@MedEdChat T1: honestly rely on our technical standards committee and our office of
accountability to make recommendations to me (as clinical year director for our school), so it is
a team approach. #mededchat

Scott Graziano (he/him/his) @sgraziano114 days ago
@MedEdChat Actually office of accessability #mededchat

APGO News @apgonews4 days ago
RT @MedEdChat: Welcome to the #mededchat (US) I am your moderator for the next
hour @alliance4clined Big thanks to @apgonews for tonight's…

helen kang morgan @helenjkmorgan4 days ago
@BaecherLind So excited that you are here!!!! #mededchat https://t.co/Pzh8dpPM6h
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helen kang morgan @helenjkmorgan4 days ago
@AngelaF35493797 Welcome!!!!!! So excited that you are
here #mededchat https://t.co/GAq42MttYs

Alliance4ClinEd @Alliance4ClinEd4 days ago
T1 @AAMCtoday has a nice article with some advice https://t.co/MKgGcLizte #mededchat

Scott Graziano (he/him/his) @sgraziano114 days ago
RT @Alliance4ClinEd: T1 @AAMCtoday has a nice article with some
advice https://t.co/MKgGcLizte #mededchat

Gary Beck Dallaghan
@GLBDallaghan4 days ago
@sgraziano11 T1 How are you addressing the Americans with Disabilities Act then? Seems like
limitations might be challenged by the ADA. #mededchat

MedEd Chat @MedEdChat4 days ago
RT @Alliance4ClinEd: T1 @AAMCtoday has a nice article with some
advice https://t.co/MKgGcLizte #mededchat

DocsWithDisabilities @DocsWith4 days ago
T1: (A thread) Several resources available for UME and GME alike. #mededchat Starting with
GME, some literature on the topic: https://t.co/4eLPL5RLqb

helen kang morgan @helenjkmorgan4 days ago
RT @DocsWith: T1: (A thread) Several resources available for UME and GME
alike. #mededchat Starting with GME, some literature on the topic…

Alliance4ClinEd @Alliance4ClinEd4 days ago
T1 Here is an interesting article addressing ADA https://t.co/13krnRJ7hc #mededchat

MedEdBot @MedEdBot4 days ago
RT @MedEdChat: T1 about to come up in a few moments #meded #mededchat

MedEdBot @MedEdBot4 days ago
RT @MedEdChat: Topic 1: What resources do you access to design
accommodations? #MedEdChat #meded
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APGO News @apgonews4 days ago
RT @Alliance4ClinEd: T1 Here is an interesting article addressing
ADA https://t.co/13krnRJ7hc #mededchat

MedEd Chat @MedEdChat4 days ago
RT @DocsWith: T1: (A thread) Several resources available for UME and GME
alike. #mededchat Starting with GME, some literature on the topic…

MedEd Chat @MedEdChat4 days ago
RT @Alliance4ClinEd: T1 Here is an interesting article addressing
ADA https://t.co/13krnRJ7hc #mededchat

DocsWithDisabilities @DocsWith4 days ago
T1: Technical standards are helpful, but only if they are not discriminatory. The AAMC is hosting
a FREE webinar for programs seeking to revise the TS. https://t.co/CcWy6mCiGy

Alliance4ClinEd @Alliance4ClinEd4 days ago
T1 This article actually points out the lack of compliance with ADA reasonable accommodations
where required technical training is concerned https://t.co/532KUTor5c #MedEdChat

MedEd Chat @MedEdChat4 days ago
RT @Alliance4ClinEd: T1 This article actually points out the lack of compliance with ADA
reasonable accommodations where required technical…

DocsWithDisabilities @DocsWith4 days ago
T1: #MedEdChat. There are a host of resources, many free including 10 webinars by
the @AAMCtoday https://t.co/3N4Rb1KnCO

DocsWithDisabilities @DocsWith4 days ago
T1: #MedEdChat. We also look for resources on specific topics, like how to distinguish between
a disability-related barrier and academic difficulty. https://t.co/7GrgkSjrUN

APGO News @apgonews4 days ago
RT @DocsWith: T1: #MedEdChat. There are a host of resources, many free including 10
webinars by the @AAMCtoday https://t.co/3N4Rb1KnCO http…
DocsWithDisabilities @DocsWith4 days ago
RT @Alliance4ClinEd: T1 This article actually points out the lack of compliance with ADA
reasonable accommodations where required technical…
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MedEd Chat @MedEdChat4 days ago
RT @DocsWith: T1: #MedEdChat. We also look for resources on specific topics, like how to
distinguish between a disability-related barrier a…

MedEd Chat @MedEdChat4 days ago
Topic 2: What are some innovative ways you have accommodated students in surgical and/or
procedural settings? #MedEdChat #meded

APGO News @apgonews4 days ago
RT @MedEdChat: Topic 2: What are some innovative ways you have accommodated students
in surgical and/or procedural settings? #MedEdChat #me…

Louise Jones Ph.D. @cruchan4 days ago
Jumping on my soapbox, physician diversity is the desired outcome, but our current approaches
to medical education needs to include how we support and assist individuals who are typically
marginalized or worse through their education. Thank you for the conversation @DocsWith

DocsWithDisabilities @DocsWith4 days ago
@MedEdChat T1: #MedEdChat https://t.co/YI4lx11LaY

helen kang morgan @helenjkmorgan4 days ago
RT @DocsWith: @MedEdChat T1: #MedEdChat https://t.co/YI4lx11LaY

DocsWithDisabilities @DocsWith4 days ago
@MedEdChat T2: #MedEdChat https://t.co/78NbCwCdzZ

Gary Beck Dallaghan
@GLBDallaghan4 days ago
T1 A ramp and platform were brought into the operating room for a student in a wheelchair to be
able to participate in the surgery #mededchat
MedEd Chat @MedEdChat4 days ago
RT @DocsWith: @MedEdChat T2: #MedEdChat https://t.co/78NbCwCdzZ

DocsWithDisabilities @DocsWith4 days ago
@MedEdChat T2: #MedEdChat Practice Brief: Accommodating Deaf and Hard of Hearing
Students in Operating Room Environments--A Case Study Meeks, Lisa M.; Laird-Metke, Elisa;
Rollins, Mark; Gandhi, Seema; Stechert, Martin; Jain, Neera R. https://t.co/3fDhwcZ2kQ
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DocsWithDisabilities @DocsWith4 days ago
@MedEdChat T1: #MedEdChat @AAMCtoday Webinar Series Disability Law 101: What
Faculty Need to Know About Student Accommodations https://t.co/tPJ5KGq8YU

Gary Beck Dallaghan
@GLBDallaghan4 days ago
@DocsWith @MedEdChat T2 This looks fantastic! Having been a sign language interpreter for
nearly 20 years, I love seeing this study! #MedEdChat

MedEd Chat @MedEdChat4 days ago
RT @DocsWith: @MedEdChat T2: #MedEdChat Practice Brief: Accommodating Deaf and Hard
of Hearing Students in Operating Room Environments--A C…

MedEd Chat @MedEdChat4 days ago
RT @DocsWith: @MedEdChat T1: #MedEdChat @AAMCtoday Webinar Series Disability Law
101: What Faculty Need to Know About Student Accommodation…

APGO News @apgonews4 days ago
RT @GLBDallaghan: @DocsWith @MedEdChat T2 This looks fantastic! Having been a sign
language interpreter for nearly 20 years, I love seeing…

DocsWithDisabilities @DocsWith4 days ago
T2: #MedEdChat. Absolutely. We need to move beyond talking and start
doing! @NEJM https://t.co/4brLFoNcks Disability Inclusion — Moving Beyond Mission
Statements @BonnieSwenorPhD @

DocsWithDisabilities @DocsWith4 days ago
T2: #MedEdChat And when thinking about clinical Accommodations, this may be helpful from
the @AAMCtoday https://t.co/zcdm6v6KjZ

DocsWithDisabilities @DocsWith4 days ago
T1: #MedEdChat and as a reminder, not all disabilities are
apparent. https://t.co/oiMWJwtwZV More from the @AAMCtoday

MedEd Chat @MedEdChat4 days ago
RT @DocsWith: T2: #MedEdChat. Absolutely. We need to move beyond talking and start
doing! @NEJM https://t.co/4brLFoNcks Disability Inclusio…

APGO News @apgonews4 days ago
RT @DocsWith: T2: #MedEdChat And when thinking about clinical Accommodations, this may
be helpful from the @AAMCtoday https://t.co/zcdm6v6K…
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APGO News @apgonews4 days ago
RT @DocsWith: T1: #MedEdChat and as a reminder, not all disabilities are
apparent. https://t.co/oiMWJwtwZV More from the @AAMCtoday
MedEd Chat @MedEdChat4 days ago
RT @DocsWith: T2: #MedEdChat And when thinking about clinical Accommodations, this may
be helpful from the @AAMCtoday https://t.co/zcdm6v6K…

MedEd Chat @MedEdChat4 days ago
RT @DocsWith: T1: #MedEdChat and as a reminder, not all disabilities are
apparent. https://t.co/oiMWJwtwZV More from the @AAMCtoday

DocsWithDisabilities @DocsWith4 days ago
@UFDOC @AAMCtoday T1: #MedEdChat. Agreed! And we have to be careful about the
messages we send! https://t.co/ZlgLaXy8Aj #MedEdMentalHealth @abbyCCim

MedEd Chat @MedEdChat4 days ago
RT @DocsWith: @UFDOC @AAMCtoday T1: #MedEdChat. Agreed! And we have to be careful
about the messages we send! https://t.co/ZlgLaXy8Aj #MedE…

MedEd Chat @MedEdChat4 days ago
Topic 3: How do you determine competency in technical skills for students with physical or
sensory disabilities? #MedEdChat #MedEd

Angela Fleming @AngelaF354937974 days ago
T2: Including the skills lab at the clinical site for accommodations request so students can
learn/practice in a less stressful environment #MedEdChat
DocsWithDisabilities @DocsWith4 days ago
T1: #MedEdChat. We must also consider the "why" behind the
"how" @AcadMedJournal Removing Barriers and Facilitating Access: Increasing the Number of
Physicians With Disabilities https://t.co/uwqnDqcRFT

MedEd Chat @MedEdChat4 days ago
RT @DocsWith: T1: #MedEdChat. We must also consider the "why" behind the
"how" @AcadMedJournal Removing Barriers and Facilitating Access:…
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Abby Spencer, MD, MS, FACP @abbyCCim4 days ago
So true. The mixed messages re: #wellbeing & #wellness can be very harmful to
trainees & faculty. Thanks for amplifying for our
work! @meekslisa #WeiWei #SupportTrainees #MedEd

Abby Spencer, MD, MS, FACP @abbyCCim4 days ago
RT @DocsWith: @UFDOC @AAMCtoday T1: #MedEdChat. Agreed! And we have to be careful
about the messages we send! https://t.co/ZlgLaXy8Aj #MedE…

DocsWithDisabilities @DocsWith4 days ago
T1: #MedEdChat and how this impacts more than the US and more than
Medicine. https://t.co/psJPtHRvbk

Alliance4ClinEd @Alliance4ClinEd4 days ago
T3 Determining competency depends on what the accommodations entailed. Competency
expectations for someone with hearing probably can't be expected from someone who is Deaf.
How this is accomplished will take thoughtful planning. #mededchat

DocsWithDisabilities @DocsWith4 days ago
T1: #MedEdChat One way, perhaps the best way, to learn about disabilities in medicine are
directly from the learners. Check out this
podcast. #DocsWithDisabilities Podcast https://t.co/dOR0bFksdo

MedEd Chat @MedEdChat4 days ago
RT @DocsWith: T1: #MedEdChat and how this impacts more than the US and more than
Medicine. https://t.co/psJPtHRvbk https://t.co/7eSciK2NAv

MedEd Chat @MedEdChat4 days ago
RT @DocsWith: T1: #MedEdChat One way, perhaps the best way, to learn about disabilities in
medicine are directly from the learners. Check o…

APGO News @apgonews4 days ago
RT @MedEdChat: Topic 3: How do you determine competency in technical skills for students
with physical or sensory disabilities? #MedEdChat…
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Deb Simpson @debsimpson34 days ago
RT @DocsWith: T1: #MedEdChat One way, perhaps the best way, to learn about disabilities in
medicine are directly from the learners. Check o…

DocsWithDisabilities @DocsWith4 days ago
@Alliance4ClinEd T3: #MedEdChat The competency is almost NEVER hearing, it's eliciting or
gaining information, data. This can be done through augmented devices or alternative
means. https://t.co/Ma4p9dc88s

DocsWithDisabilities @DocsWith4 days ago
T3: #MedEdChat Beyond Technical Standards: A Competency-Based Framework... : Academic
Medicine https://t.co/IAERRMlfC2

MedEd Chat @MedEdChat4 days ago
RT @DocsWith: @Alliance4ClinEd T3: #MedEdChat The competency is almost NEVER hearing,
it's eliciting or gaining information, data. This can…

DocsWithDisabilities @DocsWith4 days ago
@MedEdChat T3: #MedEdChat and this article addresses this very
question! https://t.co/63TTPHSbkO Leading Practices and Future Directions for Technical
Standards in Medical Education Laura B Kezar 1 , Kristi L Kirschner, Daniel M Clinchot, Elisa LairdMetke, Philip Zazove, Raymond H Curry

@meekslisa @meekslisa4 days ago
RT @abbyCCim:
So true. The mixed messages re: #wellbeing & #wellness can be very
harmful to trainees & faculty. Thanks for amplifying fo…

MedEd Chat @MedEdChat4 days ago
RT @DocsWith: @MedEdChat T3: #MedEdChat and this article addresses this very
question! https://t.co/63TTPHSbkO Leading Practices and Futur…

MedEd Chat @MedEdChat4 days ago
We have about 5 more minutes left in our discussion. Please feel free to give some final
thoughts #meded #mededchat
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Tammy @TammySonn12034 days ago
So many fantastic resources- thank you!! #MedEdChat

@meekslisa @meekslisa4 days ago
T1: #MedEdChat Here is a list of resources that might be helpful, from
STFM https://t.co/mMozZDhUGE

@meekslisa @meekslisa4 days ago
T1: #MedEdChat and of course, the @AAMCtoday @UCSFMedicine report on
disability https://t.co/KQUTJzncc8

MedEd Chat @MedEdChat4 days ago
RT @croyce62 for whatever reason I don't see students identifying physical or sensory
disabilities. Since disability is so very common, I only assume I dont see them cuz I'm not
looking. This discussion prompts me to question my assumptions of ability among
learners. #mededchat

MedEd Chat @MedEdChat4 days ago
RT @meekslisa: T1: #MedEdChat Here is a list of resources that might be helpful, from
STFM https://t.co/mMozZDhUGE

@meekslisa @meekslisa4 days ago
#MedEdChat I would say understanding the benefit is critical. Doctors With Disabilities Push For
Culture Change In Medicine https://t.co/Ddhi0OjPyh

Abby Spencer, MD, MS, FACP @abbyCCim4 days ago
RT @abbyCCim:
So true. The mixed messages re: #wellbeing & #wellness can be very
harmful to trainees & faculty. Thanks for amplifying fo…

DocsWithDisabilities @DocsWith4 days ago
RT @meekslisa: #MedEdChat I would say understanding the benefit is critical. Doctors With
Disabilities Push For Culture Change In Medicine…

MedEd Chat @MedEdChat4 days ago
RT @meekslisa: T1: #MedEdChat and of course, the @AAMCtoday @UCSFMedicine report on
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disability https://t.co/KQUTJzncc8

MedEd Chat @MedEdChat4 days ago
RT @meekslisa: #MedEdChat I would say understanding the benefit is critical. Doctors With
Disabilities Push For Culture Change In Medicine…

DocsWithDisabilities @DocsWith4 days ago
@meekslisa @NPR #MedEdChat

MedEd Chat @MedEdChat4 days ago
Join us again next week at 9 pm Thursday. Don't forget to suggest topics by DM or
email #meded #mededchat

MedEd Chat @MedEdChat4 days ago
That's a wrap! Thanks again to @apgonews for tonight's topic. Join us again next Thursday at
9PM NYC for another #mededchat!

APGO News @apgonews4 days ago
RT @MedEdChat: That's a wrap! Thanks again to @apgonews for tonight's topic. Join us again
next Thursday at 9PM NYC for another #mededcha…

APGO News @apgonews4 days ago
Thank you to the APGO #UME Committee (UMEC) for a great #MedEdChat topic and
to @mededchat for hosting a great discussion tonight! #meded

MedEdBot @MedEdBot4 days ago
RT @apgonews: Thank you to the APGO #UME Committee (UMEC) for a
great #MedEdChat topic and to @mededchat for hosting a great discussion ton…

Harry Paul (he/him) @_HarryPaul_4 days ago
@meekslisa said it best! Disabled students are ones who know best what its like to be a disabled
medical student. Grateful for all the spaces we have to share.
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Laura Yvonne Bulk @LYBOT4 days ago
RT @DocsWith: T1: #MedEdChat One way, perhaps the best way, to learn about disabilities in
medicine are directly from the learners. Check o…

Laura Yvonne Bulk @LYBOT4 days ago
RT @DocsWith: T1: #MedEdChat and as a reminder, not all disabilities are
apparent. https://t.co/oiMWJwtwZV More from the @AAMCtoday

Laura Yvonne Bulk @LYBOT4 days ago
RT @DocsWith: T2: #MedEdChat And when thinking about clinical Accommodations, this may
be helpful from the @AAMCtoday https://t.co/zcdm6v6K…

IFTIKHAR MD ZIA @thisiszia4 days ago
RT @meekslisa: #MedEdChat I would say understanding the benefit is critical. Doctors With
Disabilities Push For Culture Change In Medicine…

Doctors With Disabilities
@DwDAoC4 days ago
@DocsWith @MedEdChat T3: #MedEdChat Beyond Technical Standards: A Competency-Based
Framework for Access & Inclusion in Medical Education by Curry, RH; @MeeksLisa; Iezzoni, LI
In @AcadMedJournal https://t.co/zqE2XFBhb7

Doctors With Disabilities
@DwDAoC4 days ago
RT @DocsWith: @MedEdChat T3: #MedEdChat and this article addresses this very
question! https://t.co/63TTPHSbkO Leading Practices and Futur…

Doctors With Disabilities
@DwDAoC4 days ago
RT @DocsWith: @Alliance4ClinEd T3: #MedEdChat The competency is almost NEVER hearing,
it's eliciting or gaining information, data. This can…

Doctors With Disabilities
@DwDAoC4 days ago
@DocsWith @MedEdChat @Alliance4ClinEd T3: Exactly @DocsWith!! Poorly written TS relying
on ‘hearing’, ‘seeing’ erroneously divide the student population into those with disability &
those without, thereby stigmatizing the former as categorically ‘different’ & presuming
incompetent. #MedEdChat
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Possiabilities @possiabilities4 days ago
RT @meekslisa: #MedEdChat I would say understanding the benefit is critical. Doctors With
Disabilities Push For Culture Change In Medicine…

Satendra Singh, MD @drsitu4 days ago
RT @DwDAoC: @DocsWith @MedEdChat @Alliance4ClinEd T3: Exactly @DocsWith!! Poorly
written TS relying on ‘hearing’, ‘seeing’ erroneously divi…

Satendra Singh, MD @drsitu4 days ago
RT @DwDAoC: @DocsWith @MedEdChat T3: #MedEdChat Beyond Technical Standards: A
Competency-Based Framework for Access & Inclusion in Medical…

Satendra Singh, MD @drsitu4 days ago
RT @DocsWith: @MedEdChat T3: #MedEdChat and this article addresses this very
question! https://t.co/63TTPHSbkO Leading Practices and Futur…

Shubha Nagesh @snagesh24 days ago
RT @meekslisa: #MedEdChat I would say understanding the benefit is critical. Doctors With
Disabilities Push For Culture Change In Medicine…

V W @DrV_NeoMD4 days ago
RT @MedEdChat: Topic 2: What are some innovative ways you have accommodated students in
surgical and/or procedural settings? #MedEdChat #me…

Helen Crimlisk
@helencrimlisk4 days ago
@stopherbu @IVinjamuri @rcpsychGAP @DawnMcloughlin5 @Mersey_Care Nice work,
Chris #QI #MedEd #MedEdChat #data #studentexperience

Gianluca Maresca @gmaresca014 days ago
Now that I have the opportunity to operate frequently, I feel like a #Theatreplaylist is on the
cards. Some of my Consultants have an incredible taste in music so I feel the pressure! Any
suggestions? #MedTwitter #surgeons #surgery #Spotify #MedEdChat https://t.co/sR1ZX3JSQK

Anna Braunizer (she/her) @ABraunizer4 days ago
RT @DocsWith: T1: #MedEdChat and as a reminder, not all disabilities are
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apparent. https://t.co/oiMWJwtwZV More from the @AAMCtoday

Sara Rotenberg @SaraRotenberg4 days ago
RT @meekslisa: #MedEdChat I would say understanding the benefit is critical. Doctors With
Disabilities Push For Culture Change In Medicine…

Kathy Flaherty @ConnConnection4 days ago
RT @meekslisa: #MedEdChat I would say understanding the benefit is critical. Doctors With
Disabilities Push For Culture Change In Medicine…

cripchat @cripchatuk4 days ago
RT @meekslisa: #MedEdChat I would say understanding the benefit is critical. Doctors With
Disabilities Push For Culture Change In Medicine…

Rebecca Cokley @RebeccaCokley4 days ago
RT @meekslisa: #MedEdChat I would say understanding the benefit is critical. Doctors With
Disabilities Push For Culture Change In Medicine…

Bunny5moon
@bunny5moon4 days ago
RT @meekslisa: #MedEdChat I would say understanding the benefit is critical. Doctors With
Disabilities Push For Culture Change In Medicine…

Liz "The Mask Goes Over Your Nose AND Mouth" Ditz @lizditz4 days ago
RT @meekslisa: #MedEdChat I would say understanding the benefit is critical. Doctors With
Disabilities Push For Culture Change In Medicine…

Dark Matters @DarkMattersProj4 days ago
RT @meekslisa: #MedEdChat I would say understanding the benefit is critical. Doctors With
Disabilities Push For Culture Change In Medicine…
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The #MedEdChat Influencers
Top 10 Influential
@DocsWith 100

@AAMCtoday 82

@cruchan 71

@MedEdChat 69

@meekslisa 64

@UFDOC 61

@Alliance4ClinEd 61

@abbyCCim 47

@sgraziano11 47

@NEJM 36

Prolific Tweeters
@MedEdChat 27

@DocsWith 21

@apgonews 10

@helenjkmorgan 4

@GLBDallaghan 4
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@DwDAoC 4

@meekslisa 4

@Alliance4ClinEd 4

@sgraziano11 3

@drsitu 3

Highest Impressions
@MedEdChat 232.7K

@apgonews 56.3K

@RebeccaCokley 32.2K

@drsitu 16.4K

@abbyCCim 14.8K

@lizditz 9.3K

@DocsWith 8.9K

@helenjkmorgan 8.7K

@MedEdBot 7.3K

@GLBDallaghan 6.6K
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